Königsfurt as one of the leading
German publishers on these subjects
It is through the imagery of dreams that the unconscious communicates to a person’s conscious self. So why don’t we learn to understand these images that sometimes appear so mysterious to us! It is the standard work that introduces to the basics of C.G. Jung’s theory of dreams. The book also includes topics like dreams in the course of psychotherapeutic treatment.

Written in a plain language and intelligible to the layman as well as to the expert.
Numerous practical case studies provide explicit information about how dreams can be understood.

Hans Dieckmann, M.D., 1921-2005, long-standing president of the International Society for Analytical Psychology, lived in Berlin, Germany. He played a decisive role in the International Society of Analytical Psychology in Zürich the president of which he had been for many years. He was a frequent guest lecturer in the U.S., in England, Greece, and Israel.
Laura Hermes

Dreaming like the Ancient Romans
Ancient Symbols of Dreams from A to Z

“If a man turns into a woman, this is favorable omen for a poor person and a slave as well.” (Artemidor)

In antiquity, the interpretation of dreams was an important instrument of predicting the future. Even a healing effect was ascribed to dreams. Laura Hermes presents ancient dream-theories, deals with significant dreams in ancient Roman literature, and then turns to healing dreams. The focus of interest are excerpts from Artemidor’s popular dream-book! The book includes a dream-ABC. An entertaining survey of dreams and dream interpretation in classical times!

Laura Hermes holds a degree in classical philology and history and works as a journalist with a focus on classical antiquity.
This book is a fascinating introduction into the interpretation of dreams. It contains the most popular dream symbols and gives essential hints how to decode it. The special advantage of this manual lies in its arrangement of the dream symbols. They all are listed in category groups. This makes it much easier for people who want to concentrate on recurrent themes of their dreams or read about more complicated aspects of dreams.

Klausbernd Vollmar, born 1946, one of the most popular experts on dreams and dream research, is a trained psychologist and naturopath. He has become internationally known to a wider public as a therapist and writer, not least as a contributor to numerous magazines, radio and TV. He lives in England and offers international dream workshops.
In advertising, films, dreams, literature, vogue, with flirting or at negotiations – everywhere we find symbols. Out of the indefinitely fundus of subjects the author has arranged the ones, which he personally considered as important and which he has to do with in his work as advisor. As a result this book contains symbols from the ancient world until to signs and images of the 21st century.

An unique encyclopaedia of symbols from many fields of life, art, and history.

Klausbernd Vollmar, born 1946 in Remscheid, Germany, is a trained psychologist and naturopath. He is internationally known as one of the most popular experts and writer on dreams and dream research. Since 1982 he lives in Norfolk/England.
A handbook about the most important terms and methods of how to read dreams. In three parts the relevant terms, methods and persons as well as mythological figures of dream interpretation are lexically presented. The relevant terms are explained in a way that the practical effect of these terms can be seen obviously. In the second part of the book, all persons and their methods are explained, who significantly impressed dream interpretation in the western world in ancient times and today. Gods and goddesses, demons and other beings from fairy tales, folk’s traditions and myths as well as archetypical motifs, which are important for dream interpretation, are presented in the mythological part.

Klausbernd Vollmar, born 1946 in Remscheid, Germany, is a trained psychologist and naturopath. He is internationally known as one of the most independent experts and popular writers on dreams and dream research. Since 1982 he lives in Norfolk/England.
**Klausbernd Vollmar, Konrad Lenz**

**A Class in How to Read Dreams**

**Professional Dream Interpretation Step by Step**

**This is a very well structured, practical and methodical manual with many exercises for an independent, stand-alone and reliable dream interpretation. At the same time it is a “textbook” for the training of professional dream interpreters.**

Konrad Lenz is a trained psychologist with an own surgery in Waldshut, Germany. Klausbernd Vollmar, born 1946 in Remscheid, Germany, is a trained psychologist and naturopath. He is internationally known as one of the most popular experts and writer on dreams and dream research. Since 1982 he lives in Norfolk/England. Together, Lenz and Vollmar, keep on running the Internet presence [www.traum-online.de](http://www.traum-online.de).
Klausbernd Vollmar
Handbook of Dream Symbols

The special advantages of this manual are based on its completeness and its topicality. About 2,000 dream symbols are being discussed. Different scientific schools and psychological approaches have their say. Even current dream images like the »forest dying syndrome«, »TV«, or »date of payment« are considered.

More than 200,000 copies sold!

Klausbernd Vollmar, born 1946 in Remscheid, Germany, is a trained psychologist and naturopath. He is internationally known as one of the most popular experts and writer on dreams and dream research. Since 1982 he lives in Norfolk/England.
Klausbernd Vollmar
Dream & Dream Decoding
Experience and Understanding

A fascinating introduction into the interpretation of dreams. The book ingeniously combines a lot of new information on dream research with practical and often very individual aspects of dream interpretation.

Klausbernd Vollmar, born 1946 in Remscheid, Germany, is a trained psychologist and naturopath. He is internationally known as one of the most independent experts and popular writers on dreams and dream research. Since 1982 he lives in Norfolk/England.

Tarot expert Johannes Fiebig is a trained psychologist and has been analyzing dreams for more than 30 years.
Be the “director of your dreams!” The DreamCreativity®-method is presented in this book for the first time ever. It is the dream of many to be successful. Knowing that we can put such a dream into reality by consciously working on our dreams, gets us a bit closer to this goal. How we can accept and meet challenges in an easy way and put dream messages into life action, this is what this practical book is about. It gives also a good deal of constructive advice on how to evaluate and use dreams, daydreams, and fantasies.

Klausbernd Vollmar, born 1946 in Remscheid, Germany, is a trained psychologist and naturopath. He is internationally known as one of the most popular experts and writer on dreams and dream research. Since 1982 he lives in Norfolk/England.
Königsfurt is one of the major German publishers of fairy tales.

Here you find authentic fairy tales from many parts of the world, collected and edited by famous experts as Frederik Hetmann or Sigrid Frueh.

Königsfurt offers bestsellers and specialties of fairy tales at very reasonable terms.
The fairy tales of the Arabian Nights have always fascinated people. But only modern psychology, particularly C.G. Jung’s depth psychology, gave us insight into the symbolism of fairy tales and a key to their interpretation. This book unfolds the whole miracle of the fundamental archetypal situation in which the human psyche works off (produces) its development problems, not only in our culture but everywhere in the world.

Hans Dieckmann, M.D., 1921-2005, long-standing president of the International Society for Analytical Psychology, lived in Berlin, Germany. He played a decisive role in the International Society of Analytical Psychology in Zürich the president of which he had been for many years. He was a frequent guest lecturer in the U.S., in England, Greece, and Israel.
This book represents a brilliant and gripping compendium of all essential aspects of the interpretation of fairy tales. Intelligently written, it is a practical and instructive manual for everyone interested in fairy tales and their analysis. Beginners as well as advanced readers are provided with the necessary know-how and with a lot of background information.

Frederik Hetmann (Hans-Christian Kirsch), born 1934, author of numerous novels, biographies and books for young people, is a well-known expert of fairy tales and did extensive research work in this field. He is the editor of popular collections of fairy tales and lives in Limburg/Germany.
On his way through the otherworld, Madru, the son of the stars, passes through numerous dangers and adventures. His adventure begins as soon as, with the help of a tree-Tarot, he has made up his mind on which of three paths to go: the path of the forest, the path of the Knowall, or the one of the knight. A fairy tale, wonderful to read and play, that helps us to find out more about ourselves, our fears, and other secret powers. This imaginative book – ideal as a gift – comes also as a set (the book and the 22 cards of the mysterious Tree-Tarot as well as tree seeds for planting).

A must – not only for the friends of Harry Potter!

Frederik Hetmann (Hans-Christian Kirsch), born 1934, author of numerous novels, biographies and books for young people, is a well-known expert of fairy tales and did extensive research work in this field. He is the editor of popular collections of fairy tales and lives in Limburg/Germany. He was twice awarded the German Youth Book Prize, and several other awards.
Ms Lutz’ analytical interpretation of fairy tales delivers a fascinating kaleidoscope of male archetypes. The book is one of the classics of Jungian fairy tale interpretation and deals with a matter of topical interest! What does manliness mean? On the basis of numerous fairy tales, Christiane Lutz demonstrates what kind of formative phases in the socio-psychological context a boy has to go through, which part men play in relationships, and what they must do on their way to a new and more mature identity.

Christiane Lutz is a child and youth psychotherapist in Stuttgart, Germany. She contributes to numerous radio and TV magazines.
Ulrich Magin

Steps into the Otherworld
Mysterious Phenomena

This enthralling book reports on inexplicable events which are testified as true and traces what is real and what must be left to legend.

In a world, in which myths and fairy tales are consequently replaced by a technological civilization, a strong fascination still emanates from the mystery of inexplicable phenomena. – Even today there are reports of encounters with trolls, dragons, and yetis, and accounts of «experiences» with alien life-forms. How much truth is in this kind of stories? Are these close encounters of the fourth kind real?

Ulrich Magin studied languages and obtained a degree as an interpreter. Since 1996 he works as an editor for a publishing house in southern Germany. In numerous publications he has been dealing with inexplicable phenomena for many years.